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Eugene O Neil is the most important dramatist in American literature up to now. 
He has used excellent foreign cultural achievement in many respects for 
reference and has formed his own unique theatricality. Meanwhile, he also 
initiates American national drama. The research on Eugene O Neil is beneficial 
to the uncovering of the form of American national drama as well as the 
communication of arts and culture between different authors and countries. As 
for the past research on him, the influence of ancient Achaean tragedy, Johan 
August Strindberg, Henrik Ibsen and Chinese Taoist culture has achieved a great 
deal. Yet few people have touched another source of O Neil’s drama - Russian 
drama. The thesis aims to sort out the inner influence between the two. 
 
The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part mainly discusses the influence 
of Anton Chekhov on O Neil. The thesis starts with four aspects, i.e. illusion 
theme, drama concept, drama conflict and lyric style. Through the comparison 
between related theory and concrete works, we observe that under the influence 
of Anton Chekhov, O Neil has changed his former tendency of favoring plot. He 
begins to show some attention on the histrionic in daily life and embodies similar 
theatricality to Anton Chekhov. 
 
The other part of the thesis focuses on the influence of Gaoerji on O Neil. It is 
separated into three chapters, i.e. drama theme, drama figure and drama structure. 
Under the influence of Gaoerji, O Neil has showed rich social significance from 
the selection of theme to the selection of dramatis personae in his work, which 
has exerted profound animadvert on America’s reality. 
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